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in the anime, a japanese child's imagination named doraemon, also known as the "robot boy" or "the
magic pocket" is an invention created by a scientist who cannot be named. doraemon is able to
transform into various robots. the series is about a young boy named nobita nobi, who possesses the
doraemon and wishes to become a great inventor. nobita is accompanied by doraemon, his robot
cat, and a talking robotic dog named clefairy. the doraemon anime series is based on a japanese
manga series written and illustrated by fujiko f. fujio. the anime and manga was first published in
shogakukan magazine from 1980 to 1994, before it was published in 26 volumes. the anime
premiered in japan in 1980, and ended in 2001. at present, the doraemon anime series is still under
the recording of anime studio synergysp productions. the series will be aired on gma on june 30,
2020. the series will also be available on gma on demand the same day. in the series, the doraemon
anime series was directed by mamoru watanabe and co-produced by the animation studio toei
company ltd. and fuji television. takao saito was the chief animator of the anime series. the series
was animated by toei animation. on september 14, 2016, it was announced that the doraemon
anime series will be aired on gma starting october 26, 2017. the series will have an all new dub with
new cast including the voice of nobita's mother. doraemon is a fictional cat who is small in size, but
his inventions are extremely powerful. his inventions are usually used for something like traveling,
but he has also created a large number of gadgets that are able to help humans. his inventions are
said to be able to see things that no other living being can see. doraemon was created by the
japanese scientist dr. fujiko f.
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on june 30, 2020, yey! (alongside the rest of abs-cbn permanently ceased broadcasting on that night
due to the cease-and-desist order (acdo) issued by the national telecommunications commission

(ntc) and solicitor general jose calida against abs-cbn and its subsidiaries. because of this, the filipino
dub of doraemon anime series was cancelled after 21 years since its debut on gma. it is currently

unknown if the dub will return to gma. the first episode of mahou shoujo lyrical nanoha vivid
premiered on october 3, 2015. [18] the first episode aired as a part of the campaign mahou shoujo
lyrical nanoha vivid, which targeted the young audience, an anime targeted at teenagers. [19] the

anime is the second anime adaptation of the series, following the first anime adaptation in 2008. on
january 31, 2016, former super junior member, kyuhyun, announced he would appear in a special

episode of doraemon called "kyuhyun's doraemon 2015", which aired on gma on february 17, 2016.
kyuhyun was dressed in a modern-day santa claus costume with a cape, with his voice heavily

dubbed, and with new lines and jokes, as well as a different voice actor to that of his current voice.
doraemon was aired in the philippines on cartoon network on february 3, 2016 as part of the re-

branding of its channel. this is done in order to target its brand to children from ages 6 to 12 years
old. the re-branding of the channel is done as part of the company's channel re-branding across asia

and the pacific region. it is the first japanese anime that is aired on the channel since 2005.
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